IICCC 2017 Hangzhou, China

The 3rd International Integrated (Web & Offline) Conference & Concert on Convergence with Academic & Job Fair August 8 - 12, 2017, Hangzhou, China

INTEGRATED CONFERENCE

The Integrated (Web & Offline) Conference & Concert provides participants online & offline simultaneously. It offers discussion forums and document sharing of online & offline collaboration regarding smart convergence technologies. It is so much potential to bring people together from all over the world via online and offline. It can both facilitate new relationships and save your time.

ABOUT IICCC 2017

IICCC will be the most comprehensive conference & concert focused on the various aspects of advances in smart convergence technologies. IICCC is held annually to bring together the researchers from several different countries to share their ideas, problems and solutions relating to the multifaceted aspects. It includes online and offline conference that focuses on convergence related to the theme: “Smart Convergence on Culture Technology”.

CORE TOPICS

1. Telecommunication Information Technology (TTI)
   • Wireless and Broadcasting and Media Communication & Network
   • Digital TV (CATV, HEVT and IPTV), ITS, GIS and LBS
   • Optical Communication and Future Network
     • Mobile, Wireless and Satellite Communication (PAN, BAN etc.)
     • Advanced Electromagnetic Field and Bio

2. Human-Machine Interaction Technology (HIT)
   • Intelligent Robot Technology
   • Smart RFID/USC Convergence
     • Intelligent Interaction and Multi Media
     • Artificial Intelligence, Neural Network and Machine Learning
     • Data Mining and Data Security
     • Pattern Recognition and Information Retrieval

3. Nano Information Technology (NIT)
   • Information Display and Memory (Flexible)
   • Printed and Hybrid Components
   • Photonic and Quantum Information Processing
     • RFIC, SOC, SIP etc.
   • Other Electronic Information Convergence

4. Culture Information Technology (CT)
   • Digital, Multimedia and Creative Contents
     • Emotional and Art Technology
     • Content Distribution and Security
     • Education Information Technology
     • Tour and Leisure Information

5. Bio and medical information Technology (BIT)
   • Biomedical Engineering, Bio chips etc.
   • Health and Medical Informatics
     • Hospital Management Information
     • Agricultural and Fishery Information

6. Environmental Information Technology (ETI)
   • Environmental Monitoring
   • Smart Sensor and Green Technology
   • Smart Grid and Energy Information
   • Civil and City Engineering Information
     • Industrial Engineering and Production Information

7. Electrical Facilities Technology & Electrical Safety (EFT & ES)
   • Electric Facility Diagnosis
   • Electrical Installation and Construction Technology
   • Electric Facility Security
   • Electric Railway Technology
   • Electric Safety Technology

8. Culture Convergence (CC)
   • Humanities and Computational Biology
   • Biomedicine and Information Technology
   • Information and Communication
   • Network and Communication

9. Technology Convergence (TC)
   • Technology Culture Convergence
     • Creative Future Science
     • Traditional Industry
     • Bio Environment
   • Cultural Convergence
     • Creative Environment
     • Industrial Engineering
     • Information and Communication
     • Internet Convergence
     • Smart Industry -Management of Technology

PAPER SUBMISSION

We would like to invite you to submit complete and original unpublished Summary version & Journal version regarding your paper in English, which are not under review in any other conferences or journals. Detailed formatting and submission instructions will be available on the conference web site:

http://www.iicc2017.org

JOURNAL PUBLICATION

Accepted papers will be published in the Proceedings of Smart Convergence Technology Letters (SCTL) and English journals introduced as below:

• IJAST: International Journal of Advanced Science Technology
• IJASC: International Journal of Advanced Science Technology
• IJIBC: International Journal of Broadcasting and Communication Technology
• IJIBC: International Journal of Broadcasting and Communication Technology

**IJSAC & IJIBC published by IBC are accepted as registered journals by NRF (National Research Foundation of Korea since 2013).**

Important Dates (Revised version)

• July 14, 2017: Summary Paper Submission Deadline
• July 20, 2017: Acceptance Notification
• July 28, 2017: Final Revised Submission Deadline
• July 28, 2017: Registration Due

BEST PAPER AWARDS

IICC2017 will present the Best Paper Awards to the authors of selected outstanding papers during the period of event.

CONTACT

If you have any question about IICC2017 & Paper Submission, please contact below.

IICC 2017 CONFERENCE MANAGER
E. iicc@iapkt.net
T. +82-2-4997-7718
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